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March 7, 2020
Department of Planning and Community & Economic Development
215 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd, Room LL-100
Madison, Wisconsin 53701-2985
RE: Demolition of 202-208 S. Baldwin St., 210 S Baldwin St. and 212 S Baldwin St.
Letter of Intent
The City of Madison Parks Division acquired property at 202-222 S. Baldwin St. and 1210 E.
Wilson Street for the expansion of McPike Park. The Parks Division seeks to raze three existing
structures located on the parcels based on their condition, suitability for adaptive reuse, Federal
grant requirements, Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WDOT) requirements and
anticipated park improvements per the park master plan. The buildings include an 18,707 sf
mini-storage unit building at 202-208 S. Baldwin Street, a 2,479 sf office/storage building at 210
S. Baldwin Street, and a 968 sf office building at 212 S. Baldwin Street. Please see the attached
site plan for building locations.
A fourth existing structure at 214-222 S. Baldwin is not included in the current demolition permit
request. The building is the oldest structure on the acquired property, dating from the 1930's,
and the Parks Division plans to further evaluate its potential for reuse as a park amenity.

Building descriptions
The structure at 202-208 S. Baldwin is a pre-manufactured steel and timber building that is sub
divide into individual storage units. The date of its construction is unknown, with the structure
appearing on aerial photographs in the mid-1950s. Its architectural style is consistent with
Trachte-constructed storage buildings in the Madison area. Building access is through
individual, roll-up overhead doors at each unit - there is no central corridor connecting the units.
The building is uninsulated and has no water or sanitary service. Potential adaptive reuse is
limited by the building's location at a low point on the site. The surrounding land uses are higher
than the building floor elevation, with the enclosed depression drained by a single 8" private
storm sewer pipe to the north and a shallow ditch to the south. Flooding is a possibility if either
storm conveyance becomes inundated during heavy rain events. Options to improve stormwater
conveyance are limited due to the el.evation of the existing storm sewer system in S. Baldwin
Street and E. Wilson Street. The Parks Division is open to working with private parties
interested in moving the building or sections of the building to a new, non-Parks owned property
for preservation.
The structure located at 212 S. Baldwin is single-story office building with emu and timber
construction. The date of construction is unknown. In general, the building appears structurally
sound but has aging heating, electrical, and plumbing systems. The building has limited
potential for adaptive reuse for park purposes given its configuration and condition.
The structure located at 214 S. Baldwin Street is, single-story office/storage building.
Construction of the office is emu exterior walls and timber superstructure. The connected to the
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